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N.B.:
(1) Questions No. 1 is compulsory.
(2) Solve any three questions from remaining five questions.
(3) Assume suitable data if necessary.
Q1

In the Bharat University, there is a University Building and four department blocks in (20)
the campus. The University building is the administrative block where registration of
new students and affiliating colleges takes place. The University building has 3 floors.
The University has identified ERP software, which should be accessible by the
employees and on campus students. The software is installed on a server at the
administrative block.
At the ground floor, there are 49 computers at the office section. At other floors,
there are 50-computer user each. The farthest distance between the computer on
the top most floor and the ground floor is less than 100 meters.
The department blocks have 2 floors each, with 50 computers in the ground floor of
each block. The max distance between the department blocks and the main blocks is
less than 500 Meters. The computers in the department block may be increased
based on future expansion plans.
1. Hardware requirement analysis in University building with quantity.
2. Hardware requirements analysis in Department blocks.
3. The employees and students should receive dynamic IP addressing from
a central server.
4. Network should be loop free at Layer 2
5. Every computer should be able to access the ERP software from each of
the location using a fixed IP address.
6. IP Network design table.
7. Identify configurations on the hardware wherever appropriate.
8. Network topology diagram with necessary equipment’s.

Q2. (a) What are Architecture considerations for Data center Design?
(b) Explain any one data center design topology with diagram.

(10)
(10)

Q3. (a) List criteria for selecting a WAN service provider. State importance of each criteria.
(b) What is cloud Computing? Explain its service level model of cloud computing with
diagram.
Q4. (a) What is Service Level Agreement? What is the importance of SLA in Business
Implementation?
(b) Explain the wireless network component architecture
Q5. (a) Explain Storage Area Network with its architecture, state its applications also.
(b) What is Network Virtualization? How it is used in current SDN mechanisms?

(10)
(10)

Q6. (a)

(10)

Explain how SDN changed traditional Enterprise Network Design? Highlight with
example.
(b) Describe the relevance of Narrow Band and Spread Spectrum WLAN technologies
________________

(10)
(10)
(10)
(10)

(10)

